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NFL Draft 2019 Scouting Report: RB Alex Barnes, 

Kansas State 

*Our RB grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, leaked 

Wonderlic test results, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*We use the term “Power RB” to separate physically bigger, more between-the-tackles–capable RBs 

from our “speed RBs” group. “Speed RBs” are physically smaller, but much faster/quicker, and less likely 

to flourish between the tackles. 

 

You might think this is a bit of post-Combine over-enthusiasm, but I’m going to go with my senses, 

and the numbers we have so far (and with the understanding there’s a lot more work to do on the rest 

of the class)…so, I will make the claim right now – Alex Barnes is the best RB prospect of the NFL 

Combine RB group. Yes, over Josh Jacobs and whomever else you’d like to propose. 

Pre-combine, looking at some preview tape, I wasn’t moved. Gave him a ‘C’ grade. That’s the beauty of 

this process. We do some preview work to get our feet wet/introduced. Then we get the NFL Combine 

(or Pro Day) numbers to fill out our analytics models, and then we do a deeper-dive on the key 

guys and anyone the computer models pop for. With Barnes, I’m moving from -- ‘C’ grade after 

preview…to ‘B’ grade after I was shocked by his Combine performance…heading towards ‘A’ once all the 

data is in place and tape and output further studied. 

Barnes will move from his not-in-the-top-30 RB prospects pre-Combine into some people’s top 10-15, I 

suspect. But I’m going all the way to #1, right now. There might be a non-Combine stud RB yet to be 

discovered, and if there is…we will find him. However, for now, I’m putting all my support behind 

Barnes. And I’m just as shocked as by that as you are. 

What changed? Well, besides the obvious Combine numbers, which we’ll review momentarily, I 

researched Barnes much deeper…and, well…I fell in love. 

Looking at my preview scouting notes, I saw a decent RB who looked like he hesitated a bit too 

much…kinda looked like Le’Veon Bell with purposeful hesitation and then ‘pop’, but struck me more as 

a bigger, slower-ish back (like maybe a 4.6+) who was easy to halt for short gains after his hesitations. 

When the Combine opened my eyes, I realized a few things I thought about Barnes’ ability/tape were 

wrong. I was on the right track, but I zigged left when I should’ve zagged right. 

First, Barnes is not bigger/slower. He is bigger, maybe the best constructed ‘big’ RB prospect in years. 

6’0”/226 is good size, but when you pair it with a 4.59 40-time and sub-7.0 three-cone (6.95) – that’s 

really nice data for his size. If the story stopped there, then we have a ‘B’ grade argument. However, we 

have one more piece of data that is critical. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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34 bench reps. For a running back? That’s sick. That’s amazing. If he were a fullback or H-back, 

maybe…but a real running back – that’s crazy. If he had a big bench but was a 4.7+ runner…then you’d 

picture a fullback-ish type RB prospect. We don’t have that here. We have legit NFL size-speed combo 

with CRAZY strong bench press strength. 

Here’s the key to the strength/bench press story…and it unfolds into why I am going from ‘B’ to ‘A’ 

discussions on Barnes… 

Barnes was a very good running back right away, as a freshman, at K-State. As a freshman, his first real 

workload game was late in 2016 season against Baylor – and he took 19 carries for 129 yards rushing 

with 4 TDs. The following week he ran for 103 yards on 10 carries to close the season. K-State fans and 

coaches were stoked for the future. 

In 2017, Barnes battled a nagging ankle injury and had an up and down performance. Not a bad season 

(146-819-7) but not the excitement people were hoping for.   

In the 2018 offseason, Barnes decided to radically change his diet and doubled/tripled his weight room 

time. He dropped his body fat (-12% dropped, I think) and he gained 8+ pounds of new muscle. 

Obviously, he did something…34 bench reps are just not normal from a running back prospect. 

With his new body, Barnes ran for 1,355 yards and 12 TDs in 2018. He was a 1st-team All-Big-12. He 

rushed for 100+ yards in six of his last 7 games – all in conference. He posted a 250-yard rushing game 

against Baylor and dropped 180+ yards rushing on Oklahoma State and Iowa State. He also caught a 

career high 25 passes in 2018. 

New body…big pay-off…terrific Combine. Low-key, one of the best Combines you’ll see from a running 

back. 

Barnes was so smooth at the Combine, I was shocked. Everything he did was effortless…and fast, or 

agile, or high-end of the class (in every measurable down to vertical and broad jump). Every in-field drill 

looked like he was gliding. 

You know why he looked so smooth? Because he’s as finely tuned an athlete at running back, or any 

position, you’ll ever lay eyes on. He is like a luxury sportscar. High speed, effortlessly. Turns on a dime. 

And if you don’t catch it…it can look like ‘lack of effort’ or ‘bland’. Sometimes effortless looks like ‘lack of 

effort’ when, in reality, it’s the 180-degree opposite. Strange how flawless/near-perfection movement 

can look like ‘poor effort’ to our eyes. 

So, then when I went and started watching more of his games…I got it. His patience/delays and then 

‘pop’ runs – I didn’t get excited at first because he is so efficient in his movement, he barely looks like he 

is moving. I misinterpreted it. It’s the problem with eyeball scouting – things play tricks on your 

eyes/mind with the subconscious biases we have. Barnes was really working more like Le’Veon 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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Bell…patient…because he knew he could hit the gas and blow past everyone. When Barnes blows past 

people you hardly realize it because it’s so smooth/effortless. 

Also, contrary to my flawed Barnes’ preview notes -- he wasn’t ‘easy to bring down’. He did get caught in 

the backfield/at the line some, but that’s because his quarterback and O-Line were terrible…which 

allowed defenses to focus on Barnes even more. The two K-State QBs in 2018 combined for 11 TD 

passes in 12 games. How does that happen in the year of our Lord 2018? Easy answer…because the 

quarterback sucked at passing (which you could easily see if you watched him for a game) – and that 

affects the running game. The more I watched Barnes, the more I became impressed he made it through 

to 1,000+ yards rushing on this godforsaken offense. Part of the argument for Barnes being a secret 

high-end RB are his ‘nothing’ running plays on tape, which I dinged him for at first…when in reality it was 

impressive how he endured and fought through many barriers/issues with his own offense. 

What I also saw at the Combine, was Barnes showing great hands in the passing drills. I didn’t notice it 

before but watching more of his games – Barnes has terrific hands. Nice 10” sized hands too. 

At the 2019 NFL Combine, Barnes was upper-end or tops in the class in height/weight, hand size, bench 

press, vertical, broad jump with the best 20-yard shuttle and 2nd-best three-cone. Barnes is a supreme, 

finely-crafted RB prospect who can run with size/power, is shifty/quick, and has ‘plus’ hands in the 

passing game. 

All the athleticism numbers are right there in front of our faces on Barnes, but to add to it – you, 

obviously, have a guy that takes his body seriously. A guy who is a Kinesiology major…a guy who 

graduated a year early…a guy who was an All-Academic Big-12 for a couple of seasons in his career. He’s 

not playing around. And because he didn’t go to Alabama or Clemson or Ohio State, he’s going to get a 

lower draft stock…when in reality, there may not be a better RB prospect in this draft – if there is, I’d like 

to see him. You can have Josh Jacobs, I’ll take Barnes without even knowing Jacobs’ measurables today. 

 

 

Alex Barnes, Through the Lens of Our RB Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Physically from the Combine, among the RB group… 

#1 in bench press (34 reps, an all-time RB record) 

#1 in short-shuttle (4.10) 

#2 in three-cone (6.95) 

#2 in hand size (10”) 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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#3 in vertical leap (38.5) 

#5 in broad jump (10’6”)…#3 among the 220+ pound RBs 

Although I don’t know as of writing this far, I think there’s a chance David Johnson is going to be a comp 

here in the next section. 

Barnes has taken 15 or more carries in a game 13 times in his career, which is like a normal college 

season of games. His totals in those 13 games: 298 carries, 1,670 yards rushing (128.5 yards per game), 

5.6 yards per carry, 16 TDs -- all 13 games with 15 or more carries came against Big-12 teams or in a 

bowl game. 

 

The Historical RB Prospects to Whom Alex Barnes Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

I figured David Johnson would be on there. He’s one of the only guys at that size with speed-strength-

size numbers that I could think of. Saquon is too fast to be a comp. Barnes is more like a Doug Martin-

Nick Chubb-David Johnson hybrid…with more Martin-Chubb, to me. 

 

RB 
Score 

RB-Re RB-ru Last First College Yr H H W Speed 
Metric 

Agility 
Metric 

Power 
Metric 

8.958 8.46 9.03 Barnes Alex Kansas St. 2019 6 0.3 226 6.63 9.24 12.37 

9.189 9.01 8.94 Martin  Doug Boise State 2012 5 9.1 223 4.77 11.10 10.59 

9.008 11.05 8.93 Johnson David No Iowa 2015 6 0.5 224 9.13 8.98 9.15 

7.941 5.48 8.04 Chubb  Nick Georgia 2018 5 10.7 227 6.26 6.59 10.63 

7.092 7.01 6.88 Zenner Zach S. Dakota St. 2015 5 11.4 223 3.08 6.00 9.71 

7.292 5.07 6.12 James Mike Miami, Fla 2013 5 10.4 223 4.98 3.64 9.97 

 

*A score of 8.50+ is where we see a stronger correlation of RBs going on to become NFL 

good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ is more rarefied air in our system, and indicates a greater probability 

of becoming an elite NFL RB. 

All of the RB ratings are based on a 0-10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall rating/score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced, mixed with all the physical measurement metrics—then compared/rated 

historically within our database and formulas. More of a traditional three-down search—runner, blocker, 

and receiver. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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*RB-Re score = New/testing starting in 2015. Our new formula/rating that attempts to identify and 

quantify a prospect’s receiving skills even deeper than in our original formulas. RB prospects can now 

make it/thrive in the NFL strictly based on their receiving skills—it is an individual attribute sought out 

for the NFL, and no longer dismissed or overlooked. Our rating combines a study of their receiving 

numbers in college in relation to their offense and opponents, as well as profiling size-speed-agility along 

with hand-size measurables, etc. 

*RB-Ru score = New/testing starting in 2015. Our new formula/rating that attempts to classify and 

quantify a RB prospect’s ability strictly as a runner of the ball. Our rating combines a study of their 

rushing numbers in college in relation to their offense and strength of opponents, as well as profiling 

size-speed-agility along with various size measurables, etc. 

Raw Speed Metric = A combination of several speed and size measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

Agility Metric = A combination of several speed and agility measurements from the NFL Combine, 

judged along with physical size profile, and then compared/rated historically within our database and 

scouting formulas. This is a rating strictly for RBs of a similar/bigger size profile. 

 

 

2019 NFL Draft Outlook: 

I’m guessing the bump Barnes gets from the Combine will be solid, but short-lived and nowhere near as 

much as he deserves. You could find him top 30 among RB prospects pre-Combine, and the football 

people live by the 40-times and ‘Alabama’, so Barnes may creep into the top 20 among RB prospects – 

like a 4th-6th-round prospect at best. The NFL misses these guys all the time, but this class of RBs is also 

weak, so I’ll guess 5th-round…which will be a travesty. 

If I were an NFL GM, I smell some potential greatness here. I’m not big on drafting RBs, but Barnes 

would be a bargain as a 4th-rounder. The Arian Foster comps TV analysts were giving…not crazy calls by 

them…not at all. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

If he goes 5th+ round, he’s likely going somewhere to be a backup in the beginning. But, eventually, 

however it happens, I believe Barnes will become an every-down star or borderline star within 2-3 

seasons. It could happen right away, it all depends on how soon he gets his shot.  
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